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1407-2 Personal Space
Denim Chair Cover
Designed by Kristin Ball
Here is a caddy from your old jeans to
hold all your supplies for your projects.

Always cover your work surface with a mat or some type of protective covering like wax paper or
plastic.
Age Range: 7 to 12

Grade Range: 2 to 6
Skill Level: Advanced
Appropriate for These Special Events:
Every Day and Rainy Days
Supports Subject Area(s) of:
Language Arts – e.g. step by step instructions
Mathematics - measuring
Visual Arts
Time Needed for Project:
1 ½ hour

Main Supplies:
Pair of old jeans
Elmer’s® Craft Bond™ Tacky Glue
Elmer’s® Project Popperz® Reusable Plastic Stencils
Elmer’s® Project Popperz® Permanent Dual-tip Markers
Elmer’s® Painters® Markers

Basic Supplies:
Scissors
Pencil
Ruler
Clothes pins
Straight pins
Instructions:
1. Cut both legs from jeans then cut along inside seam. Open legs and smooth flat.
2. Use ruler and pencil to measure and mark 6 ½” from center seam on one leg. Draw a line through
marks then cut along line cutting off pencil mark. Measure and cut fabric piece to 21” in length.
Fold top of fabric 6” to back and press along fold.
3. From other leg of jeans cut eight 1” x 12” strips of fabric.
4. Cut both back pockets from jeans. Cut off back fabric from pockets then run a bead of Glue on
back along seams of pocket, leaving top open. Press into place toward lower edge of fabric piece
where shown.
5. Remove stencil and designs from package. Determine letters and designs to be used then carefully
press out center design from each.
6. Place stencil in place then use tip of Permanent Marker to fill in design, outline each letter then
fill in. Add designs to fabric as desired. Outline some designs using tip of marker as shown.
7. Use markers to write words on each pocket, stitch marks along each side and stripes at top edge

of pockets.
8. For top ties, glue one strip at side on end of folded fabric then one onto back of front fabric piece
about 5” down from fold as shown. Glue one end of remaining strips together creating two pairs.
Glue to back at side at lower end just above hem. These will be tied to secure holder to chair.
9. Fill pockets with markers, pens and rulers etc.
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